
SAY NO TO AI!
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With AI, deep fakes are possible

Are you sure who you are voting for?

This is the future if we don’t stop AI now!



Image a world where you meet your soul mate.

The perfect person just for you

This is possible with AI

WHAT CAN AI DO FOR YOU?
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With

And 



This is our future with AIThis is our future with AI

Computers will eventually be making  

more  computers

Computers will eventually be making  

more  computers

How long before they replace

us

How long before they replace

us

How long  before the end of humanity as

we know it?

How long  before the end of humanity as

we know it?

The fall of man…The fall of man…

SAY NO TO AI!SAY NO TO AI!
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Not with a weapon,

But with an idea But with an idea 
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with the help of AI You can have more

What can AI do for you?What can AI do for you?



This is your future with AI.This is your future with AI.
The Algorithim that is supposed The Algorithim that is supposed 

If we don‘t stop it now it will be to late.If we don‘t stop it now it will be to late.

The computers will rule us all or...The computers will rule us all or...

SAY NO TO AI!SAY NO TO AI!
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to be trained by us, instead trains us to follow them.to be trained by us, instead trains us to follow them.



Let AI Help!Let AI Help!

A
re

 y
ou

 b
ad at opening conversations?A

re
 y

ou
 b

ad at opening conversations?

WHAT CAN AI DO FOR YOU?
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Is this the world you want?

SAY NO TO AI!SAY NO TO AI!SAY NO TO AI!
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A world where children lose opportunities to AI

Where anyone can make art with the push of a button?

Are you willing to take away the creativity and hope
from our children?

Is

HOPELESSNESS
And

DESPAIR
Our

FUTURE?



Let AI  help you  get your  thoughts  out

What can AI do for you?
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If MAN WILL DO THIS TO EACH OTHER

JUST IMAGINE WHAT A SOULLESS

MACHINE  WILL DO

SAY NO TO AI!
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